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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. [.] It was midnight-midnight on Waterloo Bridge. A
plague was over the city-the concentrated vomit of a million and more chimneys wrapped all in an
Egyptian darkness. The miracle of Moses could not have produced a deeper gloom-an atmosphere
more impenetrable. It clung to the skin, it even pressed against the eyeballs. It might in truth have
been that very outer darkness which we are taught is reserved for those amongst us who are
sinners. Big Ben and his brethren of the steeples struck a muffled twelve, seeming to insist upon
their strokes the more as if they knew their dials were hidden from all sight. The very gas lamps
entered into rivalry, some looming out mere splotches of dirty yellow light, while here and there one
more modern than its fellows managed successfully to penetrate the gloom. The bridge leapt
across the river from fog-bank to fog-bank, like the bridge in Mira s vision, and if the chill mist lifted
a trifle toward the centre, it was but a matter of a few feet. And above it all presumably there...
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A whole new e book with a new point of view. This is certainly for all those who statte there had not been a well worth looking at. I am just very easily could
get a delight of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hym a n Goyette-- Hym a n Goyette

It in just one of the best ebook. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- O cie Hintz-- O cie Hintz
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